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SILA™ Cruise
Ethereal Sonic Touch

Experience the delights of whole clitoris stimulation through powerful resonating 
sonic waves. Let yourself slide into an eternal orgasmic spiral with this enhanced 
massager, whose pulsing mouth reaches all the right places for an orgasm you 
won’t forget. Cruise Control™ technology ensures power never lets down your pleasure.

User Time: Up to 2 hours

Standby: 90 days

Frequency: 60Hz

Interface: 3-button

Material: Body-safe Silicone, ABS

Size: 80 x 75 x 35 mm / 3.1 x 2.9 x 1.4 in

Weight: 105 g / 0.23 lb

Battery: Li-Ion 520mAh 3.7V

Charging: 2 hours at 5.0V 500mA

AVAILABLE COLORS

ORDERING REFERENCE NUMBER (EAN)

7350075028564 / 8564
7350075028588 / 8588   
7350075028571 / 8571         

(PINK)
(LILAC)
(AQUA)

FEATURES

GENTLE SONIC WAVES

BENEFITS

SILA’s sonic waves o�er a gentle clitoral 
stimulation allowing you to enjoy the 
intensities as you flow into an orgasmic spiral.

LARGER MOUTH Without making direct contact, SILA’s wide 
mouth gravitates around the center of your 
pleasure for comfort and satisfaction.

EXTRA-SOFT SILICONE Ultra-smooth premium and body-safe 
silicone for an ultimate sensual experience 
and total peace of mind.  

100% WATERPROOF 
& USB RECHARGEABLE

Lilac AquaPink

SHIPPING AND PACKAGING DETAILS

Packaging box size: 137 x 45 x 187 mm / 5.4 x 1.77 x 7.36 in
Shipping box: 590 x 455 x 260 mm / 23.22 x 17.9 x 10.2 in
Units per final shipping box: 45

HOW TO USE:

Make sure SILA is unlocked by pressing and holding the + and – buttons 

together for 3 seconds until the light turns on.

Press + button to turn on; press again to increase vibration strength.

Press ( ) button to switch between the 8 vibration patterns.

Press – button to reduce vibration strength.

Press and hold ( ) button to turn o�.

TECHNICAL DATA

Using the supplied USB charging cable, 
SILA can go wherever you go, and the 
smooth, waterproof design is incredibly 
easy to keep clean.  

SPECIAL FEATURES

Specially developed by LELO, Cruise Control means that when it’s pressed hard 
against your body it won’t drop its power, so that you get a perfectly consistent, 
hassle-free experience. It’s not a setting, it’s completely automatic, and it 
eliminates the single most common complaint against pleasure products.

What is Cruise Control?


